During Ramadan, A Call for Unity

Holiday Creates Challenges and Opportunities for Emory’s Muslim Community

By Se Hwan Yoon

Muslim students observe the holy month of Ramadan at Emory with communal prayer and gatherings to break their daytime fasts. The Muslim Students Association aims to provide a sense of community for all Muslims regardless of sect or background.

College Starts Classes on Korean Language

By Sarah Hsu

Since opening its doors, the College has begun to offer ele- mentary Korean classes.

While there is a considerable pop- ularity of Korean studies at Emory, this semester marks the addition of classes on Korean culture and language.

Students groups such as Korean International Students at Emory and the Korean Language Program and Study Association have advanced bring- ing classes that focus on Korean history or culture to the East Asian Studies department at Hodgson Woodruff Nursing School where the program was created.

“Having the Korean language pro- gram will definitely involve more students in the study of Korean culture or who would not have been interested otherwise,” said Moon, who is credited in the creation of the current Korean language program.

Students can now take a class in the Korean language for extracurricular credit, for the language and culture, or in its role for engineering majors.

What is different, he said, is what basic skills.

Along with teaching the language, the instructor, Moon took this course, offers of Korean culture and traditions that help students to better understand the culture and people of Korea, which can be confusing when traveling to Japan.

He said many of the students in the Korean class for non-Korean speak little or no Korean, but the language and culture and use of Korean culture.

The typical student, he said, is any tourist who has come to Korea.

For students who choose to take the language or for those for whom it is a new language, Moon said that it is possible to learn some basic conversational Korean in the four weeks.

The course is aimed at Korean students who are enrolled in Korean classes as their major or minor.

Taekwondo professor Eduardo Bonilla-Silva, leading the four main ways whites rationalize the low status of minorities in the United States’ so-called colorblind society.

Proctor Outlines Today’s Racism

By Se Hwan Yoon

Contributing Writer

Until the 1980s, racial prejudices were reproduced through Jim Crow laws and use of the word. Thought in the year of a recent report on all of the word’s discriminatory use, the reality of racial minorities’ fear of speaking their own language is a significant problem for the minority population in the US, according to Duke University.

“Today’s racism is a call to action,” said professor Eduardo Bonilla-Silva.

“Today’s racism is an order to act.”

“Why do we have such a high level of racial inequality in the country where ‘race’ is a powerful thing? How do whites reflect the contradiction between their professed color-blindness and the color of inequality?”

But he said his talk at 6:30 p.m. Monday, Nov. 19, at Woodruff Library, to the students and faculty present.

“In a lecture this afternoon, the sociology professor attempted to explain what he called the ‘strange origins of racism’ without answer. Bonilla-Silva began his talk by raising two questions: ‘Why do we have such a high level of racial inequality in the country where ‘race’ is a powerful thing? How do whites reflect the contradiction between their professed color-blindness and the color of inequality?’

“Today’s racism is an order to act.”
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POLICE RECORD

A woman told police she was盜 at 12:30 and again between 1:30 and 1:40 p.m. from White Hall 2. A 25-year-old male student lost his Samsung D900 inside a clear, broken case. The student went to Emory Police Department on Aug. 31 at 8 p.m. A parking sec- tor employee helped a student at an EMU parking lot, was able to find on-site EMU police that her vehicle’s temporary tag had been stolen. It was a dealer tag and had been made to the car. The student was turned over to an investigator.

A 27-year-old female reported a transaction fraud on Sept. 4. Her debit card had been used since April, including an $833 charge to a Target in Friedberg, Colorado. A $522 charge to Disney TV; $72.24 to Anna Ramone and almost $379 for several Dish Network services. The victim did not have the money the charge- ers needed because she was out of country.

A theft occurred between Sept. 3 at 7:30 p.m. and Sept. 4 at 9 a.m. at Dillard Hall. A 72-year-old male reported the 26-year-old female told her that her vehicle’s temporary tag had been stolen. It was at 12:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. A 26-year-old female told police that her vehicle’s temporary tag had been stolen. A 26-year-old female told police that her vehicle’s temporary tag had been stolen. It was a dealer tag and had been made to the card. The student was turned over to an investigator.

A debit card fraud occurred on Sept. 1 between 11:00 a.m. and 11:30 a.m. at Dillard Hall. A 34-year-old male reported the 26-year-old female told her that her vehicle’s temporary tag had been stolen. It was a dealer tag and had been made to the card. The student was turned over to an investigator.

A student left his $300 Samsung D900 a transaction fraud on Sept. 4. Her debit card had been used since April, including an $833 charge to a Target in Friedberg, Colorado. A $522 charge to Disney TV; $72.24 to Anna Ramone and almost $379 for several Dish Network services. The victim did not have the money the charge- ers needed because she was out of country.
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Players Pick Policy Faves in ‘Fantasy Congress’

By Liz Stremer
Northern Star

DEKALB, Ill. — The fantasy game is no longer limited to baseball and football. It is also a political game with new and exciting parameters.

Americans all over the nation can now use politicians to their advantage in an online game, “Fantasy Congress.”

“People care about baseball because it is transparent and easily understandable, and I personally think Congress and politics can be,” said co-founder of the Web site Andrew Lee.

The website launched in October 2006 and was thought up by students at Claremont McKenna College in California. Much like fantasy sports, players can draft congressmen at will and ask them to vote for or against legislation.

“They want [congressmen] to do what they want whether or not some legislation is good for the country. They can’t shape the legislation,” said Lee.

However, the website is not only for more than just sports fanatics. Players can rate the importance of proposed legislation and are kept up to date with how well their politicians are performing in Congress.

“Not even the publications here in D.C. have been able to provide a statistical perspective to Congress,” Lee said. “Our hope is that fantasy politics fields members of Congress accountable just like baseball card stats in a baseball player.”

Currently, thousands of Americans are participating in the game. Smith said there is a chance that the game could influence Congress because they pay attention to everything.

“Think any type of political intervention that the Internet can engage more of our generation and others outside of our generation,” said Lee.

“Think just knowing that I can go to Emory’s website and find anybody on campus, just knowing they’re on campus, that’s fascinating,” said Darsainvil, a College junior.

According to Lee, the sense of community provided by the website encourages players to interact with faculty outside the classroom.

“I think any type of political intervention that the Internet can engage more of our generation and others outside of our generation, I personally think Congress and politics can be,” said Lee.
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SPC PRESENTS...

WONDERFUL WEDNESDAY
KNOCKED UP SCREENING
HOMECOMING PARADE
LACROSSE GAME AND TAILGATE
BLACK AND WHITE BALL
EVERCLEAR CONCERT @ THE SAAC

Special Student Savings!

The LG enV™
for Students only from Verizon Wireless
V CAST Music capable &
Stereo Bluetooth® Headset
Wi-Fi with 2.2” Touchscreen
$99.99

Motorola KRZR
Only $49.99
V CAST Music & Video capable
Bluetooth® Headset capable
Available in Fire, Black & Pearl.

FREE
Motorola V 99z Viva
V CAST Music & Video capable
Bluetooth® Headset capable
Available in Silver & Pink.

Plus, 25% off accessories!

Emory Students are eligible for discounts from Verizon Wireless, including:

• Students receive 15% off Monthly Access on Verizon Wireless Calling Plans.
• Students receive 25% off SPRING 2008 Accessories at the Pic-A-Phone.

Come visit us at the following locations:

ATLANTA
Midtown
650 Peachtree St.
404-442-9136

Lenox Marketplace
3335 Peachtree Rd.
404-442-9136

ON CAMPUS
Dobbs University Center
M-F 11-3

Available in Orange and Silver.
**Women helping women**

**EGG DONORS NEEDED**

Reproductive Biology Associates (RBA) is seeking women between the ages of 21 and 30 who would like to donate their eggs to an infertile couple who otherwise could not conceive.

Your donation is completely anonymous and compensation of $6000 will be paid for your valuable time. A health screening is required and will be provided at no charge.

For more information about our EGG DONATION program call 404-843-0579.

---

**Baylor University Shuts Down Intelligent Design Website**

Students auditing for the hip-hop dance group NextPhase on Saturday in the Woodfill P.E. Center. The group is preparing for an aud...
Students Hope to See Expansion of Courses on Language, Culture

area of Korean culture is very recent, so it stands to reason that it is not as well developed as the Chinese and Japanese programs that have been in existence much longer," he wrote. On Friday the University will host representatives from the Korean Consulate General in Atlanta to celebrate the introduction of the two Korean classes to the East Asian Studies curriculum. Students from the classes as well as KISEM and KUSA will be able to speak with members of the Consulate about questions about Korean culture and current events. The luncheon will be at the Cannon Chapel in the Brooks Common Room at 12 p.m. Along with students of the class and members of KUSA and KISEM, faculty members such as Myung Sook Bae and Assistant Professor of Ethnomusicology Tong Soon Lee, who teaches a class on Korean drums through the music department, plan to attend. Next semester Hyun Song Lee, a Fulbright Scholar from Korea, will come to Emory to teach classes on Korean foreign issues, Bae said. The department is working on developing the program, but students said they hope that in the near future there will be classes offered which have a focus specifically on Korean language and culture on a higher level.

— Contact Sarah Brislin at sbrislin@emory.edu

Voting will occur online Thursday from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m., and results will be announced that evening at 11 in the DUC. freshmen can only run for legislative position since the election for executive position will be held during the spring semester.

— Contact Se Hwan Youn at shyoun@emory.edu

– Daniel (Danny) Chapman
– Jennifer Clegg
– Bradley Collins
– Kailash Duraiswami
– Andrew (Andy) Gower
– Adam Hallquist
– Seth Herren
– Brian Hughes
– Salil Joshi
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– Dave Mathews
– Aparna Mehra
– Tyler O’Connor
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– Harry Zhao
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– Helen Cheung
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Interested Emory University Seniors should submit resumes and cover letters through the University’s Eagle Ops website by September 22nd.

For additional information, please contact: Anna Woodward: (212) 632-6224

* Positions available in New York, Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles and San Francisco
said abstract liberalism “can make whites appear moral and reasonable because they appeal to ideas associ-
ated with political liberalism, such as equal opportunity.”

Naturalization is “a frame that allows whites to explain away racial phenomena by suggesting they are
natural occurrences,” Bonilla-Silva said. He said whites justify associat-
ing primarily other whites by arguing that racial minorities also tend to self-segregate — in other words, “lack of mixing is really just kind of lack of desire.”

He said cultural racism is the most widespread frame. It relies on stereo-
typical arguments to explain the low social standing of minorities, such as “blacks eat too much,” or “Mexicans do not put much emphasis on educa-
tion,” he said.

For the final frame, minimization of racism, people insist that there are few racists and they are hard to find, so racism is not widespread. Minimization of racism is also associ-
ated with people’s desire to positively discuss racism in public, Bonilla-
Silva said. He gave an example of an interview with a white person who said minorities use racism as an excuse. “I think this is their way,” and that whites suffer from reverse discrimination.

Other examples taken from his interviews with many white people showed similar responses, Bonilla-
Silva said, which indicates many whites’ firm belief that blacks are playing “race cards” to gain preferen-
tial treatment.

Bonilla-Silva concluded the lec-
ture by suggesting “five things we
ought to do,” including developing counter-arguments to the four frames and starting a new civil rights movement to demand true equality immediately.

— Contact Se Hwan Youn at
shyoun@emory.edu
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The emory Wheel
ANIMAL ENSLAVEMENT — SIXTH EDITION

The Emory Wheel welcomes letters and op-ed submissions from the Emory community. Letters should be no longer than 150 words. Opinion pieces might be shorter or longer, but should not exceed 350 words. All letters and opinion pieces will be reviewed for grammar, punctuation and libelous content. Submit letters to 159 Butler Library, Drawer W, Emory University, Atlanta, Ga. 30322. Email eletters@learnlink.emory.edu or contact me at the Emory Wheel, 414 W. Windrow Avenue, Atlanta, GA 30322.

The Emory Wheel is an editorially independent, student publication. The views expressed in the Emory Wheel are those of the staff and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Emory University administration or Emory University students. The Emory Wheel is a non-profit, student-run publication. The Emory Wheel is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
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In the midst of the explosive attention paid to last week’s independent and unscripted “60 Minutes” investigation in Congress on how the administration’s handling of the war in Iraq was spiraling out of control, the network’s newsmagazine’s showrunner Jack Dangermond immediately seized upon the opportunity to further the process of politicizing the general’s and ambassador’s comments. According to Petraeus and Crocker — to interview the two men first. At the same time, the administration’s handlers on Capitol Hill were reassuring Democrats and mainstream Republicans that “pressing the general’s and ambassador’s remarks” was part of the administration’s broader strategy to focus on “reinforce the message that the war in Iraq is necessary and that the government already covers low-income patients.”

While it is a travesty that many Americans have been left behind by the Administration’s efforts to find a way to make universal health care a reality, it is equally as unfair to those who are already enjoying the benefits of our current system. Those who are fortunate enough to have access to the health care system are entitled to expect that it will continue to serve their needs as well. If it is available and affordable, then it is right that we should provide for all.

However, it is not the case that the system is not making progress, but rather that the White House has no idea how to make the general and ambassador’s comments about the Bush administration’s health reform efforts. This is because the health care system is not as simple as many people believe. The health care system is a complex network of providers, payers, and patients. The decision to provide health care to a particular individual is made by a variety of factors, including the individual’s ability to pay for care and the availability of insurance. The health care system is also subject to the influence of political pressures, which can affect the way in which it is designed and implemented.

In the end, it is clear that the administration’s efforts to find a way to make universal health care a reality are not enough. The health care system is too complex to be adequately addressed by a single program. Instead, the administration needs to take a broader approach that recognizes the importance of the health care system as a whole. This approach would include both increased funding for health care and increased efforts to make the system more efficient and effective. Only then can we hope to make real progress in addressing the health care needs of all Americans.
PLACE YOUR AD TODAY
Got something to sell? Want an announcement?

TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD Go online:
www.emorywheel.com

DEADLINES
Tuesday issue: Thursday, 2 p.m.
Friday issue: Tuesday, 2 p.m.

RATES
0-25 words: $12.00
26-50 words: $19.00
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Apts/Lofts/Roofs
Real Estate for Sale
Roommates
Travel
Part-time & Full-time
Child Care Needed
Employment
Miscellaneous Announcements

POLICY
The Emory Wheel is not responsible for any damages resulting from ads. All sales are final. We accept Visa and MasterCard.

Apt/Lofts/Roofs

Business Opportunities
Want to be the CEO of your own at home business? Independent Distributors seeking motivated individuals to promote environmental friendly products on the International stage. For further information go to www. distributor.1688.com or call at business opportunity www. distributor ratified (NC Ireland) Students encouraged to apply.

Child Care Needed
Baby-sitting: Looking for an energetic individual to baby-sit 3 children some afternoons and evenings (Oak Grove area near campus). If interested you can contact me at Student. Kari@comcast.net.


Employment & Job Services
Underscore Shoppers up to $59 per day. Under cover Shoppers needed to judge retail and dining establishments. Exp. Not RE. Call 404-522-7491.

Full-time
Moves Extra. New opportunities for experienced production. All books must be completed. Required for move calls. Call 404-739-6224.

Health and Fitness
GET IN SHAPE AND STAY IN SHAPE with CIRCUS FITNESS TRAINING! Lauren Low Trampoline, Circus Rings, Spanking Web cloth tops, climbing with tricks, Juggling, Tight Wire Walking, etc. Much more. Call 404-586-3000 or go to www.velo.com/post graduate or e-mail.

Part-time
WANTED MEDICAL LITERA- TURE RESEARCHER Part time/ flexible hours-$15/hr. Must be able to computerized research medical literature on defined topics. Capable of maintaining articles. Call Bill Arthur 678-266-3166.


INSET CARTECKS available at YENNDCI machine located first floor of Doherty University. Contact Cad in Credit Card Accepted. GREAT QUALITY & PROMPT Service! Call 1-704-566-1311.

Travel
LEARN DANISH-ARGEN- TINA CHELE Levels Beginner thru Advanced. 254 words. Earn college credit. Optional university credit. Emory campus information: monsev@emoryuniversity.com

Full-time
Wanted to buy quality used books (all fiction and academic titles). Call: 404-411-5015 or go to www.emoryusedbooks.com anytime. Thank You
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New York Times Crossword

Across
1. Green measure?
4. Shoe, with 34
6. Modern communication?
10. _-Can
12. _Cir
14. Tightrope walker
16. Upon
19. Skiing
22. _ Jumps (1937)
24. Figured out
25. Exhusted, with “on”
26. Uniton division, internally
28. Book after Jacob in Bible
31. Calendar page: Date
32. _-Pace
33. _Vita
34. _ makes stops along a line
35. _ Quickly
36. Store slot for money
37. Advertising, assosciate

Down
1. Cold play
2. Change police searact, formerly
3. One who doesn’t get a part in the play?
4. Looked at
5. _ -Hilton Speed
6. Looked at
7. _ -Singer
8. _-Saved
9. _ -Smith
10. -9:00 meeting
11. _ -Singer
12. -Tennis net
13. _ -King
14. _ -Van
15. _ -pint
16. _ -Gardener
17. _ -Park
18. _ -Gold
19. _ -Singer
20. -Stadium
21. -Shoemaker
22. _ -Aldous
23. _ -Wallace
24. _ -Stimson
25. _ -Jeweller
26. -_ -Once
27. -_ -Jeweller
28. -_ -Smith
29. -_ -Van
30. -_ -Gold
31. -_ -Park
32. _ -Singer
33. _ -Gardener
34. _ -Gold
35. _ -Park
36. _ -Singer
37. _ -Smith
38. _ -Van
39. _ -Aldous
40. _ -Wallace
41. -_ -Jeweller
42. -_ -Smith
43. _ -Gold
44. -_ -Gold
45. _ -Park
46. _ -Park
47. _ -Singer
48. _ -Singer
49. _ -Gardener
50. _ -Gold
51. _ -Park
52. _ -Singer
53. _ -Smith
54. _ -Van
55. _ -Aldous
56. _ -Wallace
57. _ -Jeweller
58. -_ -Once
59. -_ -Jeweller
60. -_ -Smith
61. -_ -Gold
62. -_ -Gold
63. -_ -Park
64. -_ -Park
65. -_ -Singer
66. -_ -Singer
67. -_ -Gardener
68. -_ -Gold
69. -_ -Park
70. -_ -Singer
71. -_ -Smith
72. -_ -Van
73. -_ -Aldous
74. -_ -Wallace
75. -_ -Jeweller
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3. One who doesn’t get a part in the play?
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17. -Park
18. -Gold
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Saturday Edition
**SPORTS**

Tuesday, September 18, 2007

---

**EMORY SPORTS SCHEDULE**

**TUESDAY**

18 TUE.

- Men's Cross Country at Piedmont College. *3:30 p.m.*

- Women's Cross Country at Piedmont College. *3:30 p.m.*

**WEDNESDAY**

19 WED.

- Women's Soccer vs. Maryville (Tenn.) *3:30 p.m.*

- Women's Cross Country vs. Georgia College. *3:30 p.m.*

**THURSDAY**

20 THUR.

- Men's Cross Country vs. College of Charleston. *3:30 p.m.*

- Women's Cross Country vs. College of Charleston. *3:30 p.m.*

---

**EMORY SPORTS EXCHANGE**

**SUNDAY**

22 SAT.

- Men's Soccer vs. Morehouse College *3:30 p.m.*

---

**EMORY SOCCER STANDINGS**


Memories From East Lake

It wasn’t a final round as much as it was a huge milestone on the schedule. Tiger Woods won the Tour Championship on Sunday, finishing seven shots ahead of his nearest competitor to capture the FedEx Cup and the $10 million purse. For decades, East Lake has been the place to be for the people of Atlanta, and Woods’ victory was a fitting end to a great tournament.

The Revitalization of East Lake

The revitalization of East Lake has been a big part of the East Lake neighborhood. The Mixing Bowl, a mixed-income housing development, has been a driving force in the revitalization of East Lake. In addition, the East Lake Golf Club has been a big part of the revitalization of East Lake. The Mixing Bowl and the East Lake Golf Club have been key players in the revitalization of East Lake.

3. Seeing Tiger

Tiger’s galleries are a complete sight to behold. People come from all over to see and hear him play. He makes the experience of watching golf even more enjoyable. It’s an experience like no other.

Woody!

It was my friend Andrew’s first time. God was it ever fun. He didn’t plan on telling his grandparents, but he wanted to tell his parents. Easier said than done because they are a little old fashioned. But he did.

The women’s soccer team continued in a strong start after winning two matches this weekend to continue an undefeated season. Taylor Jones scored a goal, and scoring the Eagles their fifth win of the season.

English, Eagles Dominate with 9-0 Win
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